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Introduction____________________________
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) is an 

autoimmune disorder with an unknown etiology observed 
most frequently in women; however, young men and older 
people of both genders can also be affected [1]. Clinical 
symptoms include arthralgia and joint inflammation, skin 
rashes, photosensitivity, pleuritic or periodical chest pains, 
Raynaud’s phenomenon, continuous fatigue, fever, and 
weight loss. According to the data, more than 60% of SLE 
patients present with symptoms in joints, skin [2, 3], and 
kidney which is the msot commonly affected vital organ. A 
low number of patients show kidney involvement at the 
onset of SLE, but most patients manifest symptoms of 
kidney problems during the disease [4]. SLE’s clinical 

manifestations are variable; thus, an exact diagnosis 
requires good clinical judgment, appropriate accuracy, and 
safe and acceptable laboratory tests. Although there is still 
no definite treatment for SLE, some methods, including 
training for patients, immunosuppressive drugs, and an 
exact follow-up program (for quick diagnosis of new 
clinical symptoms), are helpful. Moreover, treatment with 
glucocorticoids and immunosuppressive medications 
could decrease mortality and morbidity ratios among SLE 
patients [5]. 

Effective treatment for SLE requires supportive and 
medical interactions between patient and physician, but 
denying the disease or treatment and non-adherence to 
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Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a systemic autoimmune disease with an unknown etiology. Although there is no definite 
treatment for this disease but using proper prescribed medications, mortality and morbidity ratios could be decreased.
The present study attempted to investigate adherence to medical treatment in patients suffering from SLE and to evaluate the 
related factors which influence adherence in order to improve patients’ prognoses. In this cross-sectional study, 132 patients 
with SLE who referred to the rheumatology clinic of Imam Khomeini Hospital (Tehran, Iran) over the period of 2012-2013 were
examined using a questionnaire. The applied questionnaire included two parts; the first part pertained to adherence to medication 
treatments (CQR: compliance questionnaire rheumatology), and the second part was related to the factors involved in adherence to 
medication treatments. The obtained data was analyzed using the Chi-Square test and processed by SPSS16.0 software.
In this research, the mean adherence to drug treatment was calculated to be 72.48%. Among the variables of age, marital status,
salary, education, distance from the clinic (accessibility), disease duration, level of patient activity, main medications consumed,
and side effects, the only significant association was found between adherence level and lack of side effects due to SLE (p<0.05).
One hypothesis regarding cause of appropriate adherence to medical treatment in the studied group could be the hope
of never experiencing side effects; however, more investigation is needed to prove this theory.
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medications could occur because of occupational or life 
problems [6, 7]. Because SLE has relapse episodes, 
appropriate follow up by the patient could be effective in 
decreasing the attacks or even quickening the response to 
treatment [8]. Adherence to medication refers to “an 
individual’s behavior in consuming medications and 
following suggested changes in a diet or even in lifestyle 
pattern”. Developing this term could reflect changes in 
views, indicating that the patient needs to be more involved 
in treatment decision-making [9]. In a study performed in 
the United States on the factors determining adherence to 
medical treatments, it was shown that financial problems, 
fear of side effects, problems in accessing public health 
systems, and lack of adequacy are of the most important 
barriers to treatment adherence [10]. Furthermore, patients 
are concerned about the safety of their drugs in the long 
term, which may influence treatment adherence. Other 
potent barriers to adherence to medication are noted to be 
depression, short-term memory disorder, disease 
symptoms, drug side effects, and lack of trust in one’s 
physician [11]. Adherence to medication therapy could be 
evaluated by direct or indirect methods. In direct methods, 
adherence to medical treatment is explored through direct 
observation and laboratory evaluation of serum levels of 
the SLE drugs, but it cannot be used in many cases due to 
limitations. Indirect methods are introduced as tablet 
counting, electronic recording (by specific boxes recording 
the number of opening), and self-expression techniques 
(e.g., CQR) [12]. 

The present study has attempted to investigate 
adherence to medication in patients diagnosed with SLE. 
Detecting any possible effective factor in patient adherence 
was also considered as an important goal of the present 
study in order to determine its worthiness and ability to 
improve patient’s prognosis by modifying any identified 
factor.  

Materials and Methods___________________ 
Study design  
The present cross-sectional study was conducted on 

patients diagnosed with SLE based on American College 
of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria [13] in the Rheumatology 
Clinic of Imam Khomeini Hospital Complex (Tehran, Iran) 
over the period of June 2012-May 2013. This study was 
approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of Tehran 
University of Medical Sciences.  

Measurements  
Patients’ demographic information, such as age, gender, 

average salary, marital status, age, distance from the clinic 
(accessibility), education, disease duration, and duration of 
medication administration, were recorded. Then adherence 
to medication treatment was evaluated by completing a 
questionnaire based on the validated CQR questionnaire 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

[14].  The  applied  questionnaire  entailed  19  items  with  a 
maximum  score  of  100.  The  results  of  the  questionnaire 
were  classified  into  good  following  (76-100),  average 
following (51-75), weak following (26-50), and very weak 
following (0-25). The reliability of the questionnaire was 
evaluated using alpha Cronbach (on 10 patients with SLE).
Other  questions  were  designed  based  on  secondary 
research  objectives.  The  systematic  lupus  erythematosus 
disease  activity  index  (SLEDAI)  was  used  to  investigate 
the amount of disease activity [15]. Based on the SLEDAI 
system,  the  patients  were  divided  into  5  groups:  without 
disease  activity  (SLEDAI = 0),  mild  disease activity 
(SLEDAI = 1-5), average disease activity (SLEDAI = 
6-10), severe disease activity (SLEDAI = 11-19), and very 
severe disease  activity  (SLEDAI =  20)  [16].  The 
collected information was analyzed using SPSS 16.0 
software (SPSS Inc.,  Chicago,  IL,  USA).  The response  
rate  of  the participants was 100%.

Statistical Analysis
  All categorical variables were presented as N (%). Two-

sided  Chi-square/Fisher’s  exact  tests  were  used  to  assess 
the  associations  between  two  categorical  variables.
Significance level was considered to be p value < 0.05.

Results________________________________
  The  present  study  investigated  132  patients  (100%

response rate) including 122 females (92.4%) and 10 males 
(7.6%)  suffering  from  SLE;  95  patients  (72%)  were 
married  and  the  other  37  (28%)  were  single  (details  in 
Table  1).  The  mean  of  adherence  to  drug  treatment  was 
calculated to be 72.48%.

  The details of biodemographic, social, and economical 
status of the patients according to their level of adherence 
is  provided  in Table  1.  No  significant  association  was 
found  between  level  of  adherence  and  variables  such  as 
gender,  marital  status,  distance  from  the  clinic 
(accessibility), education, disease duration, or duration of 
drug taking.

  As  shown  in Table  2,  no  significant  association  was 
found  between  the  level  of  disease  activity  (based  on 
SLEDAI criteria) and adherence to medication treatment.
Thus, it was shown that being at different levels of severity 
of  SLE  does  not  affect  medication  adherence  (p value  =
0.640), but overall, most of the patients showed a moderate 
level  of  compliance  (51-75%),  especially  patients  in  the 
severe  group.  Moreover,  no  significant  association  was 
found  between  adherence  to  drug  treatment  and  various 
drugs consumed (p value =  0.767)  and duration of usage 
(p value = 0.627).
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Table 1. Details of the biodemographic and socioeconomical status of the patients according to their levels of adherence 
to their treatments. 

Variable  
Compliance (%) 

Total  
[50-75) (75-100] 

Sex 
Female 66 (58.4%) 47 (41.6%) 113 (100.0%) 

0.47 
Male 7 (70.0%) 3 (30.0%) 10 (100.0%) 

Marital status 
Single 51 (56.7%) 39 (43.3%) 90 (100.0%) 

0.31 
Married 22 (66.7%) 11 (33.3%) 33 (100.0%) 

Age (years) 

[15-25) 19 (63.3%) 11 (36.7%) 30 (100.0%) 

0.06 
[25-35) 33 (66.0%) 17 (34.0%) 50 (100.0%) 

[35-45) 8 (34.8%) 15 (65.2%) 23 (100.0%) 

45≥ 13 (65.0%) 7 (35.0%) 20 (100.0%) 

Salary 

Quarter 1 21 (61.8%) 13 (38.2%) 34 (100.0%) 

0.87 
Quarter 2 30 (58.8%) 21 (41.2%) 51 (100.0%) 

Quarter 3 14 (53.8%) 12 (46.2%) 26 (100.0%) 

Quarter 4 8 (66.7%) 4 (33.3%) 12 (100.0%) 

Education (years) 

None 7 (43.8%) 9 (56.3%) 16 (100.0%) 

0.15 

[1-6) 8 (47.1%) 9 (52.9%) 17 (100.0%) 

[6-12) 42 (63.6%) 24 (36.4%) 66 (100.0%) 

[12-14) 8 (88.9%) 1 (11.1%) 9 (100.0%) 

14≥ 73 (59.3%) 50 (40.7%) 123 (100.0%) 

Distance to the clinic 
(Km) 

<5 3 (100.0%) 0 (.0%) 3 (100.0%) 

0.15 

[5-10) 9 (60.0%) 6 (40.0%) 15 (100.0%) 

[10-50) 7 (36.8%) 12 (63.2%) 19 (100.0%) 

[50-100) 17 (56.7%) 13 (43.3%) 30 (100.0%) 

100≥ 37 (66.1%) 19 (33.9%) 56 (100.0%) 

Disease duration 
(years) 

1< 14 (77.8%) 4 (22.2%) 18 (100.0%) 

0.10 
[1-5) 26 (48.1%) 28 (51.9%) 54 (100.0%) 

[5-10) 15 (68.2%) 7 (31.8%) 22 (100.0%) 

10≥ 18 (62.1%) 11 (37.9%) 29 (100.0%) 

Duration of drug 
consumption 

(months) 

6< 8 (57.1%) 6 (42.9%) 14 (100.0%) 

0.62 
[6-12) 7 (77.8%) 2 (22.2%) 9 (100.0%) 

[12-24) 8 (66.7%) 4 (33.3%) 12 (100.0%) 

24≥ 50 (56.8%) 38 (43.2%) 88 (100.0%) 

 

P value
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Table 2. The prevalence of adherence to medication treatment and the level of disease activity in the patients diagnosed. 

 
Disease activity 

Compliance score 
Total compliance 

 
 [50-75) [75-100] 

Not activity 43(57.3%) 32(42.7%) 75(100.0%) 
 
 
 

0.64 

Mild 43(57.3%) 32(42.7%) 75(100.0%) 

Moderate 7(53.8%) 6(46.2%) 13(100.0%) 

Severe 5(83.3%) 1(16.7%) 6(100.0%) 

Total 73(59.3%) 50(40.7%) 123(100.0%)  

  

As can be seen in Table 3, the association between 
adherence to drug treatment and the side effects of Lupus 
disease was investigated, it was revealed that there is no 
significant association between the two variables. The 

 

 
Table 3. The prevalence of adherence to drug treatment and presented side effect(s) in the patients. 

Presented side effect(s) 
Compliance 

Total 
 

 
 [50-75) [75-100] 

CNS 
Presented 8 (66.7%) 4 (33.3%) 12 (100.0%) 

0.58 
Not presented 65 (58.6%) 46 (41.4%) 111 (100.0%) 

Renal 
Presented 31 (59.6%) 21 (40.4%) 52 (100.0%) 

0.90 
Not presented 42 (59.2%) 29 (40.8%) 71 (100.0%) 

Cardiac 
Presented 5 (100.0%) 0 (0.0%) 5 (100.0%) 

0.07 
Not presented 68 (57.6%) 50 (42.4%) 118 (100.0%) 

Hematologic 
Presented 15 (57.7%) 11 (42.3%) 26 (100.0%) 

0.80 
Not presented 58 (59.8%) 39 (40.2%) 97 (100.0%) 

Arthritis 
Presented 33 (66.0%) 17 (34.0%) 50 (100.0%) 

0.26 
Not presented 40 (54.8%) 33 (45.2%) 73 (100.0%) 

Pulmonary 
Presented 6 (66.7%) 3 (33.3%) 9 (100.0%) 

0.64 
Not presented 67 (58.8%) 47 (41.2%) 114 (100.0%) 

Gastrointestinal 
Presented 4 (100.0%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (100.0%) 

0.14 
Not presented 69 (58.0%) 50 (42.0%) 119 (100.0%) 

Other side 
effect(s) 

 

Presented 8 (38.1%) 13 (61.9%) 21 (100.0%) 
0.02 

Not presented 65 (63.7%) 37 (36.3%) 102 (100.0%) 

 

P value

P value

association between adherence to drug treatment and lack 
of  side  effects  of  Lupus  disease  was  significant  (p  
value = 0.029).
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Discussion_____________________________ 
The current study enrolled 132 patients diagnosed with 

SLE (92.4% females). The number of females dominated 
over that of males, aligning with other studies [17]. The 
calculated mean adherence to medication was 72.48%, 
which is similar to the findings obtained by Garcia-
Gonzalez et al. [18]. The current study found no significant 
association between adherence to treatment and marital 
status, although Koneru et al. [19] reported that being 
single was an effective factor in decreasing adherence to 
treatment. Oliveira et al. [20] stated that family support was 
a positive factor in increasing adherence to medication 
therapy. The most significant difference between the 
present study and other studies may be due to cultural 
differences between the studied countries. In Iran, single 
individuals are sufficiently supported by their families both 
emotionally and even financially throughout their lives. As 
mentioned, no significant association was found between 
adherence to drug treatment and major organ damage. On 
the other hand, there was a significant association between 
adherence to drug treatment and lack of SLE side effects. 
In fact, patients who did not experience Lupus side effects 
had greater adherence. It could be hypothesized that end 
organ damage could decrease patients’ morale in 
continuing the proper treatment process and also decrease 
one’s assurance in prescribed medications. As the data 
showed, the most frequent side effect of SLE was kidney 
involvement, which is consistent with the findings reported 
by Ortega et al. [4]. As Oliveira et al. [20], Garcia-
Gonzalez et al. [18], and Mosley-Williams et al. [11] 
reported, patients with joint involvement or 
musculocutaneous manifestations showed lower adherence 
to medication protocols, which differed from the current 
results. the present study found no significant association 
between patient’s financial status and adherence to 
treatment, which is consistent with the conclusion drawn 
by Chambers et al. [21], while studies done by Garcia-
Gonzalez et al. [18] and Oliveira et al. [20] revealed that 
financial problems comprised one of the barriers to 
adherence to treatment. Such differing results may be due 
to dissimilar treatment costs in various countries and 
varying government and insurance company support. 
Although the present study found no significant association 
between distance from the clinic (accessibility) and 
treatment adherence, patients who live 5 km from the clinic 
showed an average adherence to treatment, which is 
somewhat similar to the findings of Uribe AG et al. [7]. In 
their study, long duration of disease, distance from the 
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